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mind was brooding, to unite these partisan leaders, and effect
their common liberation from the Moslem yoke. When, however,
he was satisfied that his young charge had the capacity to realise
this wild dream, the old man yielded and blessed him before he
died. Shivaji's revenue system and his civil government were en-
tirely modelled upon the practice of his teacher, Dadoji, and it is
not too much to say, that, without such a guiding hand to regulate
and curb his wildness, the success which attended Shivaji would
not have been so certain and permanent as it proved in the end.
DadojPs death occurred just when Shivaji first launched his
fortunes upon a career of adventure and peril by seizing Torna,
and fortifying Raigad. During the ten years that he had adminis-
tered the estate, Dadoji had trained a number of Brahman
karkoons in the service to supply his place, in the extended fields
of operation upon which Shivaji had now entered. Abaji Sondev,
Raghunath Ballal, Shamarajpant, and the elder Pingle, father of
Moropant, and Naropant Hanmante, were all trained in this school
both as civil officers and military commanders. These men sympa-
thised with their young master's spirit of adventure, and they and
other kindred spirits, Moropant Pingle, Annaji Datto, Niraji
Pandit, Raoji Somnath, Dattaji Gopinath, Raghunathpant, and
Gangaji Mangaji proved of eminent service to him in his ambi-
tious plans. They represented the brain of the new movement.
The iron hand and the heart of steel which alone could ensure
its success were also ready to hand in the Mavli leaders who were
Shivajfs chosen companions in boyhood. Three such are
specially mentioned in the histories, Yesaji Kank, Tanaji
Malusare, and Baji Fasalkar, who were all men brought
up in the hard discipline of their mountain hill-forts.
Firangoji Narasale, Sambaji Kawji, Mankoji Dahatonde,
Gomaji Naik, Netaji Palkar, Suryaji Malusare, Hiroji
Farjand, Devji Gadhwe, and others also belong to the same Mavli
stock. They were soon joined by the great Prabhu leaders, Murar
Baji Prabhu of Mahad, and Baji Prabhu of Hirdas Maval, and
Balaji Avji Chitnis from the Habshi territories. The two Bajis
had been in the service of Shivaji's enemies, and were taken over
fyy him in his service for their gallantry. There was such a charm
about Shivaji's personality that even those who were his enemies,
aikl whom he had conquered on the battle-field, became his trusted
followers. The Brahmans, the Prabhus, and the Mavli leaders
were the chief sources of Shivaji's strength in these earlier years.
The representatives of the great Maratha families in the service
of Bijapur and Ahmednagar, so far from helping the movement,
proved to be its most bitter foes. Baji Mohite, a relation of Shivaji,

